
Early Years: Knowledge Organiser: Summer 1: Creep, Crawl and Wriggle

Key Books: 

Spring Summer Autumn Winter

Mini Beasts / Spinderella 

Possible learning experiences: 

Minibeast outdoor exploration and studying

Drawing minbeasts

Building a bug hotel 

Observing frog spawn - Frog lifecycle 

Spinderella by Julia Donaldson - Read with Joy! Julia Donaldson stories -

YouTube

Can you make your own 

bug hotel at home?

Bug Hotel Plans DIY | 

Build an Insect Hotel -

The RSPB

Five Little Caterpillars | 

Five Little Series | Kids Tv 

Nursery Rhymes –

YouTube

We will use the ipads to 

take photos of what we 

observe around us.

We will learn how to 

use Picollage to record 

our exploration.

What we will find out:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9639_WmGRLk
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/nature-on-your-doorstep/garden-activities/build-a-bug-hotel/#:~:text=A%20bug%20hotel%20is%20simple,crawlies%20with%20somewhere%20to%20live.&text=Build%20a%20bug%20hotel%20Choose,tiles%20will%20keep%20things%20dry.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SV-mQ4Hw3bg&list=PL45e_Hn__7SQ4VQZhX5RpmPdAi6bpElb9&index=4


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-

Sm1YY&pp=ygUbdGhlIHZlcnkgaHVuZ3J5IGNhdGVycGlsbGFy

Literacy: Writing

Expressive Arts and Design:
Artist: Henri Matisse: The Snail collage

We will be making repeated patterns using 2D 

shapes in the style of Henri Matisee.

Music:

Maths: We will be exploring the properties of 2D and 3D shapes and using them appropriately for 

tasks. 

We will be using positional language to describe how items are positioned in relation to other 
items.

Can your child go on a shape hunt around your house? Get your child to look around the house 

and see what shapes they can see. Can they name the shape and talk about it’s properties?

Can they have a go at drawing the shapes? Which shape did they see the most/least?

.

Go on a minibeast safari, looking under rocks, in 

dark spaces, in the trees and in soil. Can you 

write a list of all the minibeasts you find?

Choose your favourite insect and draw a detailed 

picture. Add labels to show its parts.

Literacy: Reading

This is a picture of a butterfly, it is made up 

of different shapes. What shapes can you 

see? 

=Jigsaw (PSED):  Puzzle 5- Relationships

Piece 4- I am starting to understand the impact of 

unkind words.

Piece 5- I can use Calm Me time to manage my 

feelings. 

Piece 6- I know how to be a good friend.

Oak National Academy-

Numbers within 20.

We don’t talk about 

Bruno Body 

percussion.- Scan the 

QR code and make 

repeated rhythms by 

copying the pictures. 

Explore these words together. Talk 

with an adult about what each word 

means and use the words in a 

sentence or as you play. 

Join in with 

this number 

song, learning 

your  numbers 

to 1-20 

We will be making books using the 

photographs we have taken of mini 

beasts.We will be finding out facts 

about mini beasts and writing some of 

the words in our books.

We will be continuing to learn our sounds and blending sounds to make simple 

CVC words. We will be talking about the sequence of stories, and the author’s 

use of rhyming and alliteration. Our younger children will be playing simple 

Phonics games, such as listening for sounds and listening to rhythms using 

musical instruments. 

Practise sounding out words at home with your child. Can children identify

Initial sounds, middle and end sounds? Sound out words to your child 

Such as d-o-g and c-a-t, s that they can hear the individual sounds in the

Words. 

Our children have been enjoying this story in Nursery  The Very Hungry Caterpillar. 


